Introduction
The theory of orderable groups (that is, groups admitting a left invariant total order relation) is a well developed subject in group theory whose starting points correspond to seminal works by Dedekind and Hölder at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, respectively. Starting from the fifties, this theory was strongly pursued by several mathematical schools. Widely known modern references for all of this are the books [2, 24] . (We should point out that, in general, this theory is presented as a particular subject of the much bigger one of lattice orderable groups [10, 17] .) In the recent years, the possibility of ordering many interesting groups (Thompson's group F [16] , braid groups [12] , mapping class groups of punctured surfaces with boundary [37] , fundamental groups of some hyperbolic 3-dimensional manifolds [3, 6] , etc), as well as the question of knowing if some particular classes of groups can be ordered (higher rank lattices [25, 26, 32] , groups with Kazhdan's property (T) [8, 33] , etc), have attracted the interest to this area of people coming from different fields in mathematics as geometry, topology, universal algebra, combinatorial and geometric group theory, rigidity theory, and mathematical logic.
Orderable groups have mostly been studied using purely algebraic methods. Nevertheless, the whole theory should have a natural dynamical counterpart. Indeed, an easy and well known argument shows that every countable orderable group admits a faithful action by orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the real line; moreover, the converse is true even without the countability hypothesis (see Proposition 2.1). Quite surprisingly, this very simple remark has not been exploited as it should have been, as the following examples show.
-The first example of an orderable group which is non locally indicable is generally attributed to Bergman [1] (see also [42] ). This group is contained in PSL(2, R) and corresponds to the universal cover of the (2, 3, 7) triangle group. Nevertheless, the fact that this group acts on the line and has trivial 1-cohomology had been already remarked (almost twenty years before) by Thurston in relation to his famous stability theorem for codimension-1 foliations [43] .
-A celebrated result by Dehornoy establishes that braid groups B n are orderable (see for instance [11] ). However, readily soon after Dehornoy's work, Thurston pointed out to the mathematical community that the fact that these groups act faithfully on the line had been already noted by Nielsen in 1927 (see for instance the remark at the end of [23] ). Indeed, the geometric techniques by Nielsen allow to produce many (left invariant and total) orders on B n , and it turns out that one of them coincides with the Dehornoy's ordering [37] . We refer the reader to [12] for a nice exposition of all of these ideas.
-On the other hand, many results about existence of Radon invariant measures for actions on the line are closely related to the prior algebraic theory of conradian orders: see Section 3.3 for more explanation on this.
This work represents a systematic study mostly (but not always) from a dynamical point of view of (some of the aspects of) the theory of orderable groups. In Section 1 we begin by revisiting some classical orderability criteria as for instance the decomposition into positive and negative cones. We also recall the construction of the space of orderings associated to an orderable group, which corresponds to a (Hausdorff) topological space on which the underlying group acts naturally by conjugacy (or equivalently, by right multiplication). Roughly, two orderings are near if they coincide over large finite subsets. A quite simple argument just involving Tychonov's theorem allows us to prove that the space of orderings of every orderable group is compact. We show that this is closely related to another classical criterion for orderability, namely the Conrad-Ohnishi type conditions.
In Section 2, we recall the classical dynamical criterion for orderability of countable groups. After elaborating a deep further on its proof, we use elementary perturbation type arguments for establishing the following result.
Theorem A. For every integer n ≥ 2 the space of orderings of the free group F n is homeomorphic to the Cantor set.
This result solves by the affirmative a conjecture by Sikora [38] . Using a short argument due to Linnell [27] , it also allows us to answer by the affirmative a question from [40] .
Corollary. If
is a left invariant total order relation on F n (where n ≥ 2), then the semigroup formed by the elements g ∈ F n satisfying g ≻ id is not finitely generated.
In the general case, if the space of orderings of an orderable group is infinite, then it may have a very complicated structure. A quite interesting example illustrating this fact is given by braid groups which, according to a nice construction by Dubrovina and Dubrovin [14] , do admit orders that are isolated (in the corresponding space of orders). The rest of this work is a tentative approach for studying this type of phenomenon. For this, in Section 3 we revisit some classical properties of left invariant orders on groups. We begin by recalling Hölder Theorem concerning Archimedean orders (Proposition 3.3) and free actions on the line (Proposition 3.2). In the same spirit, Proposition 3.4 shows (for countable groups) the equivalence of being bi-orderable and admitting quite particular actions (which we call essentially free) on the line. Very important for our approach is the dynamical counterpart of the so called Conrad property for left invariant orders, namely the non existence of crossed elements (or resilient orbits) for the corresponding actions (Propositions 3. 16 and 3.19) . We then define the notion of conradian soul of an order as the maximal convex subgroup such that the restriction of the original order to it satisfy the Conrad property. The pertinence of this concept is showed by providing an equivalent dynamical definition for countable orderable groups (Proposition 3.31). Section 3 finishes with a little discussion on the notion of right recurrence for orders, which has been introduced by Morris-Witte in his beautiful work on amenable orderable groups [31] .
In Section 4 we deal with the general problem of the structure of spaces of orderings for orderable groups. In Section 4.1 we begin by using purely algebraic arguments to show that, if is a conradian ordering on a group Γ, then cannot be isolated when Γ has infinitely many orders (Proposition 4.1). As a consequence we obtain the following result, which extends [38, Proposition 1.7] .
Theorem B. The space of orderings of every (non trivial) countable torsion free nilpotent group which is not rank one Abelian is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. Consequently, for each left invariant total order
on such a group Γ, the semigroup formed by the elements g ∈ Γ satisfying g ≻ id is non finitely generated.
Continuing in this direction, in Section 4.2 we use the results of Section 3 to give a very short proof of the fact that, if a left invariant total order on a group Γ has trivial conradian soul, then is non isolated in the space of orderings of Γ (Proposition 4.6). Finally, by elaborating on the arguments of Sections 4.1 and 4.2, in Section 4.3 we establish the following general theorem.
Theorem C. The space of orderings of a countable (orderable) group is either finite or contains a homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set.
This result is closely related to [27, Theorem 1.3] . Nevertheless, perhaps more interesting than its statement are the techniques involved in the proof, which allow to identify (and partially understand) a very precise bifurcation phenomenon in some spaces of orderings. For the case of braid groups this yields to the following result.
Theorem D. Dehornoy's ordering is an accumulation point of its orbit under the right action of B n . (In other words, this ordering may be approximated by a sequence of its conjugates.) Consequently, its positive cone is non finitely generated as a semigroup. Moreover, for the case of the braid group B 3 , there exists a sequence of conjugates of the ordering by Dubrovina and Dubrovin which converges to Dehornoy's ordering as well.
The rough idea of the proofs of Theorems A, C, and D is that, starting from a left invariant total order on a countable group, one can induce an action on the line, and from this action one may produce very many new order relations, except for some specific and well understood cases where the group structure is quite particular, and only finitely many left invariant total orders exist. Orderable groups appear in this way as a very flexible category despite the fact that, at first glance, it could seem very rigid because the underlying phase space is ordered and 1-dimensional. According to a general principle by Gromov [18] , this mixture between flexibility and rigidity should contain some of the essence of the richness of the theory. 1 We have made an effort to make this article mostly self-contained, with the mild cost of having to reproduce some classical material. On the other hand, several natural questions are left open. We hope that some of them are of genuine mathematical value and will serve as a guide for future research on the topic.
The space of orderings of an orderable group
An order relation on a group Γ is left invariant (resp. right invariant) if for all g, h in Γ such that g h one has f g f h (resp. gf hf ) for all f ∈ Γ. The relation is bi-invariant if it is simultaneously left and right invariant. To simplify, we will use the term ordering to refer to a left invariant total order on a group, and we will say that a group Γ is orderable (resp. biorderable) if it admits a total order which is invariant by the left (resp. by the right and by the left simultaneously). 2 If is an order relation on a group Γ we will say that f ∈ Γ is positive (resp. negative) if f ≻ id (resp. if f ≺ id). Note that if is a total order relation then every non trivial element is either positive or negative. Moreover, if is left or right invariant and P + = P + (resp. P − = P − ) denotes the set of positive (resp. negative) elements in Γ (sometimes called the positive (resp. negative) cone), then P + and P − are semigroups and Γ is the disjoint union of P + , P − , and {id}. In fact, one can characterize the orderability in this way: a group Γ is orderable if and only if it contains semigroups P + and P − such that Γ is the disjoint union of them and {id}. (It suffices to define ≺ by declaring f ≺ g when f −1 g belongs to P + .) Moreover, Γ is bi-orderable exactly when these semigroups may be taken invariant by conjugacy (that is, when they are normal semigroups). Example 1.1. The category of orderable groups include torsion free nilpotent groups, free groups, etc. Perhaps the most relevant example is given by braid groups B n . Recall that the group B n has a presentation of the form
Following Dehornoy [11] , for i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} an element of B n is said to be σ i -positive if it may be written as a word of the form
where the w i are words on σ ±1 i+1 , . . . , σ
±1
n−1 and all the exponents n i are positive. An element in B n is said to be σ-positive if it is σ i -positive for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. A remarkable result by bi-orderable case: this latter theory remains completely out of reach of our methods. We point out however that Theorem C has no analogue in this context, since there exist bi-orderable groups admitting infinite but countably many bi-orderings [2] .
2 Some authors use the term orderable for groups admitting a total bi-invariant order, and call left orderable the groups that we call orderable.
Dehornoy establishes that the set of σ-positive elements form the positive cone of a left invariant total order D on B n . We will refer to this order as the Dehornoy's ordering.
We remark that for each j ∈ {2, . . . , n} the subgroup of B n generated by σ j , σ j+1 , . . . , σ n−1 is naturally isomorphic to B n−j+1 by an isomorphism which respects the corresponding Dehornoy's orderings.
Given an orderable group Γ we denote by O(Γ) the set of all of the orderings on Γ. As it was remarked to the author by Ghys, the group Γ acts on O(Γ) by conjugacy (or equivalently, by right multiplication): given an order with positive cone P + and an element f ∈ Γ, the image of under f is the order f whose positive cone is f P + f −1 . In other words, one has g f h if and only if f gf −1 f hf −1 , which is equivalent to gf −1 hf −1 .
The space of orderings O(Γ) has a natural (Hausdorff) topology whose basis is the family of the sets of the form U f,g = { : f ≺ g} and for which the right action of Γ on O(Γ) is by homeomorphisms. To better understand this topology, associated to the symbols − and + let us consider the space {−, +} Γ\{id} . We first claim that there exists a one to one correspondence between the set O(Γ) and the subset X (Γ) of {−, +} Γ\{id} formed by the functions sgn : Γ \ {id} → {−, +} satisfying: -for every g ∈ Γ \ {id} one has sgn(g) = sgn(g −1 ),
Indeed, to each in O(Γ) we may associate the function sgn : Γ \ {id} → {−, +} defined by sgn (g) = + if and only if g ≻ id. Conversely, given a function sgn with the properties above we may associate to it the unique order sgn in O(Γ) which satisfies f ≻ sgn g if and only if sgn(g −1 f ) equals +. Now if we endow {−, +} Γ\{id} with the product topology and X (Γ) with the subspace one, then the induced topology on O(Γ) via the preceding identification coincides with the topology previously defined by prescribing the basis elements. As a consequence, since {−, +} Γ\{id} is compact and X (Γ) is closed therein, this shows that the topological space O(Γ) is always compact. 3 The preceding approach also allows to revisit some classical orderability criteria essentially due to Conrad and Ohnishi. To do this, let us consider the following two conditions.
(i) For every finite family of elements g 1 , . . . , g k which are different from the identity there exists a family of exponents η i ∈ {−1, 1} such that id does not belong to the semigroup generated by the elements of the form g η i i , (ii) For every finite family of elements g 1 , . . . , g k which are different from the identity there exists a family of exponents η i ∈ {−1, 1} such that id does not belong to the smallest semigroup which simultaneously satisfy the following two properties: -it contains all of the elements g η i i , -for all f, g in the semigroup the elements f gf −1 and f −1 gf also belong to it. In each case such a choice of the exponents η i will be said to be compatible.
Proposition 1.2. A group Γ is orderable (resp. bi-orderable) if and only if it satisfies condition
Proof. The necessity of the conditions (i) or (ii) is clear: it suffices to chose each exponent η i so that g η i i becomes a positive element. To prove the converse claim in case (i), for each finite family g 1 , . . . , g k of elements in Γ which are different from the identity, and for each compatible choice of exponents η i ∈ {−1, 1}, let us consider the (closed) subset X (g 1 , . . . , g k ; η 1 , . . . , η k ) of {−, +} Γ\{id} formed by all the functions sgn which satisfy the following property: one has sgn(g) = + and sgn(g −1 ) = − for every g belonging to the semigroup generated by the elements g η i i . (It easily follows from the hypothesis that this subset is non empty.) Now for fixed g 1 , . . . , g k let X (g 1 , . . . , g k ) be the union of all the sets of the form X (g 1 , . . . , g k ; η 1 , . . . , η k ), where the choice of the exponents η i is compatible. Note that, if {X i = X (g i,1 , . . . , g i,k i ), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} is a finite family of subsets of this form, then the intersection X 1 ∩ . . . ∩ X n contains the (non empty) set X (g 1,1 , . . . , g 1,k 1 , . . . , g n,1 , . . . , g n,kn ), and it is therefore non empty. Since {−, +} Γ\{id} is compact, a direct application of the Finite Intersection Property shows that the intersection X of all the sets of the form X (g 1 , . . . , g k ) is (closed and) non empty. It is quite clear that X is actually contained in X (Γ), and this shows that Γ is orderable.
The case of condition (ii) is similar. We just need to replace the sets X (g 1 , . . . , g k ; η 1 , . . . , η k ) by the sets BX (g 1 . . . , g k ; η 1 , . . . , η k ) formed by all the functions sgn satisfying sgn(g) = + and sgn(g −1 ) = − for every g belonging to the smallest semigroup satisfying simultaneously the following properties: -it contains all of the elements g η i i , -for every f, g in the semigroup the elements f gf −1 and f −1 gf also belong to it.
What is relevant with the previous conditions (i) and (ii) is that they involve only finitely many elements. This shows in particular that the properties of being orderable or bi-orderable are "locally testable" properties, that is, if they are satisfied by every finitely generated subgroup of a group Γ, then they are satisfied by Γ itself. We must point out that all these facts are well known (they appear for instance in [2, 17, 24] . The classical proofs use the Axiom of Choice, and our approach just uses the topological equivalent of this Axiom, namely Tychonov Theorem. This point of view is more appropriate in relation to spaces of orderings. It will be used once again when dealing with conradian orders, and it will serve to justify the pertinence of Question 3.42. Remark 1.3. The characterization of orders in terms of positive and negative cones shows immediately the following: if is a left invariant total order on a group Γ, then the total order¯ defined by g≻ id if and only if g ≺ id is also left invariant. Moreover, the map sending to¯ is a continuous involution of the space of orderings of Γ. Remark 1.4. If Γ is an orderable group then the whole group of automorphisms of Γ (and not only the conjugacies) act on O(Γ). This may be useful for studying bi-orderable groups. Indeed, since the fixed points for the right action of Γ on O(Γ) correspond to the bi-invariant orderings, the group of outer automorphisms of Γ act on the corresponding space of bi-orderings.
If Γ is a countable orderable group, then the natural topology on O(Γ) is metrizable. Indeed, if G 0 ⊂ G 1 ⊂ . . . is a complete exhaustion of Γ by finite sets, then we can define the distance between two different orders ≤ and by letting dist(≤, ) = e −n , where n is the maximum non negative integer number such that ≤ and coincide on G n . An equivalent metric dist ′ is obtained by letting dist ′ (≤, ) = e −n ′ , where n ′ is the maximum non negative integer such that the positive cones of ≤ and coincide on G n ′ , that is P ≤ ∩ G n ′ = P ∩ G n ′ . One easily checks that these metrics are ultrametric. Furthermore, the fact that O(Γ) is compact becomes more transparent in this case.
When Γ is finitely generated one may choose G n as being the ball of radius n with respect to some finite and symmetric system of generators G of Γ, that is, the set of elements g which can be written in the form g = g i 1 g i 2 · · · g im , where g i j ∈ G and 0 ≤ m ≤ n. (In this case the action of Γ on O(Γ) is by bi-Lipschitz homeomorphisms.) One easily checks that the metrics on O(Γ) resulting from two different finite systems of generators are not only equivalent but also Hölder equivalent. Therefore, according to Theorem A, the following question (which was suggested to the author by L. Flaminio) makes sense. In general, the study of the dynamics of the action of Γ on O(Γ) should reveal useful information. (This is indeed the philosophy behind the proof of Morris-Witte's theorem [31] : see Section 3.4). Let us formulate two simple questions on this. Question 1.6. For which countable orderable groups the action of Γ on O(Γ) is uniformly equicontinuous ? The same question makes sense for topological transitivity, or for having a dense orbit. It is perhaps useful to study the action of Γ on O(Γ) also from a probabilistic point of view. Indeed, according to [13, Proposition 5.7] , for a countable orderable group Γ none of its actions on the line provides relevant probabilistic information when the initial distribution is symmetric (see however [22] for some interesting examples in the non symmetric case). To close this section we recall a short argument due to Linnell [27] showing that if an ordering on a group Γ is non isolated in O(Γ), then its positive cone is not finitely generated as a semigroup. This shows how the Corollary in the Introduction of this work follows directly from Theorem A. Proof. If g 1 , . . . , g k generate P + , then the only ordering on Γ which coincides with on any set containing these generators and the identity element is itself.
2 The dynamical realization of countable left orderable groups 2.1 A dynamical criterion for orderability
The following dynamical criterion for orderability is classical and appears for instance in [16] (see [20] for the case of partially ordered groups). Proof. Assume that Γ acts faithfully by orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the line. Let us consider a dense sequence (x n ) in R and let us define g ≺ h if for the lowest index n such that g(x n ) = h(x n ) one has g(x n ) < h(x n ). One easily checks that is a total left invariant order relation. (Note that this direction does not use the countability hypothesis.)
Suppose now that Γ admits a left invariant total order . Choose a numbering (g i ) i≥0 for the elements of Γ, put t(g 0 ) = 0 and define t(g k ) by induction in the following way: assuming that t(g 0 ), . . . , t(g i ) have been already defined, if g i+1 is bigger (resp. smaller) than g 0 , . . . , g i then put t(g i+1 ) = max{t(g 0 ), . . . , t(g i )} + 1 (resp. min{t(g 0 ), . . . , t(g i )} − 1), and if g m ≺ g i+1 ≺ g n for some m, n in {0, . . . , i} and g j is not between g m and g n for any 0 ≤ j ≤ i then let t(g i+1 ) be equal to (t(g m ) + t(g n ))/2.
Note that Γ acts naturally on t(Γ) by g(t(g i )) = t(gg i ). It is not difficult to see that this action extends continuously to the closure of the set t(Γ). Finally, one can extend the action to the whole line by extending the maps g affinely to each interval of the complementary set of t(Γ).
It is worth analyzing the preceding proof carefully. If is an ordering on a countable group Γ and (g i ) i≥0 is a numbering of the elements of Γ, then we will call the (associated) dynamical realization the action of Γ on R constructed in that proof. It is easy to see that this realization has no global fixed point unless Γ is trivial. Moreover, if f is an element of Γ whose dynamical realization has two fixed points a < b (which may be equal to ±∞) and has no fixed point in ]a, b[, then there must exist some point of the form t(g) inside ]a, b[. Finally, it is not difficult to show that the dynamical realizations associated to different numberings of the elements of Γ are all topologically conjugate. Therefore, we can speak of any dynamical property for the dynamical realization without referring to a particular numbering.
Remark 2.2. In general, the homeomorphisms appearing in dynamical realizations are not smooth. However, according to [13, Théorème D] , the dynamical realization of every countable orderable group is topologically conjugate to a group of locally Lipschitz homeomorphisms of the line.
Note that not all the actions of (even finitely presented) orderable groups appear as dynamical realizations. For instance, this is the case of "most" groups of piecewise linear homeomorphisms, as for example Thompson's group F. More interesting is to analyze the order obtained from an action on the line. First note that if the dense sequence (x n ) is such that the orbit of the first point x 0 is free (that is, one has g(x 0 ) = x 0 for all g = id), then the tail (x n ) n≥1 of the sequence is irrelevant for the definition of the associated order. This remark is non innocuous since many group actions on the line have free orbits, as the following examples show.
Example 2.5. Let Γ be the affine group over the rationals (that is, the group of maps of the form x → bx + a, where a, b belong to Q). Clearly, the orbit of every irrational number ε by the natural action of Γ on the line is free. Therefore, we may define an ordering ε on Γ by declaring that g ≻ ε id if and only if g(1/ε) > 1/ε. Note that for g(x) = bx + a this is equivalent to b + εa > 1. The orderings ε were introduced by Smirnov in [39] . Example 2.6. As it it well explained in [37] , the actions of braid groups on the line constructed using Nielsen's geometrical argument have (plenty of) free orbits.
Perhaps the most important (and somehow "universal") case of actions with free orbits corresponds to dynamical realizations of left invariant total orders on countable groups: the orbit of the point t(id) -and therefore the orbit of each point of the form t(h)-is free, since g(t(id)) = t(g) = t(id) for every g = id. Now we remark that, for each g ∈ Γ, the order relation for which an element h ∈ Γ is positive if and only if g(t(h)) > t(h) is no other thing than the conjugate of by h −1 . This is due to the fact that, by construction, the condition g(t(h)) > t(h) is equivalent to t(gh) > t(h), and therefore to gh ≻ h, that is to h −1 gh ≻ id. Letting h = id this allows to recover the original ordering from its dynamical realization.
Remark 2.7. The involution →¯ of O(Γ) introduced in Remark 1.3 has also a dynamical interpretation. Indeed, let Γ be a group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the line, and let (x n ) a dense sequence of points in R. If is the order on Γ induced from this sequence and ϕ: R → R is an orientation reversing homeomorphism, then the order on Γ induced by the dense sequence (ϕ(x n )) and the action g → ϕ • g • ϕ −1 corresponds to¯ .
On the space of orderings of free groups
A natural strategy for proving Theorem A is the following. Starting with an ordering on the free group F n , one considers the corresponding dynamical realization. By perturbing slightly the homeomorphisms corresponding to a system of free generators of F n , one obtains an action on the line of a group which "in most cases" will still be free [16, Proposition 4.5] . From the perturbed action action one may induce a new ordering on F n , which will be near the original one if the perturbation is very small. Finally, in general this new ordering should be different because if not then the original action would be "structurally stable", and this cannot be the case for free group actions on the line.
To put all these ideas in practice there are some technical difficulties. Although the strategy that we will actually follow uses a similar philosophy, it does not rely on any genericity type argument. This will allow us to provide an elementary and self-contained proof for Theorem A.
Recall that given two faithful actions φ i : Γ → Homeo + (R), i ∈ {1, 2}, the action φ 1 is said to be topologically semiconjugate to φ 2 if there exists a continuous non decreasing surjective map
The following criterion will allow us to distinguish two orderings obtained from actions on the line. Proof. If φ 1 is topologically semiconjugate to φ 2 , then the relative positions of the points in {φ i (g), g ∈ Γ} are the same for i = 1 and i = 2. From this one easily concludes that the induced orderings and ′ coincide. Conversely, if and ′ coincide then we may define a map ϕ from the orbit of the origin by φ 2 to the set t(Γ) by sending φ 2 (g)(0) to t(g) = φ 1 (g)(0). This map ϕ respects the ordering because both conditions φ 2 (g)(0) ≥ φ 2 (h)(0) and t(g) ≥ t(h) are equivalent to g h. Moreover, ϕ satisfy the equality φ 1 (g) • ϕ = ϕ • φ 2 (g) for every g ∈ Γ. It is easily seen that ϕ extends continuously to a strictly increasing map between the closures of these sets. If t(Γ) is dense in the line then there is only one way to extending ϕ into a nondecreasing continuous and surjective map realizing the semiconjugacy. If not, let ]a, b[ be a connected component of the complementary set of the closure of t(Γ). Choosing an arbitrary orientation preserving homeomorphism between the intervals [ϕ −1 (a), ϕ −1 (b)] and [a, b] , and extending it to the orbits by Γ of these intervals in an equivariant way, we may enlarge the domain of definition of ϕ still preserving the semiconjugacy identity φ 1 (g)•ϕ = ϕ•φ 2 (g). Doing this with all of the connected components of the complementary set of the closure of t(Γ), we can extend ϕ to a semiconjugacy from φ 2 to φ 1 defined on the whole real line.
We can now proceed to the proof of Theorem A. Let be an ordering on the free group F n . Given an arbitrary finite family of positive elements h j ∈ F n , where j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we need to show the existence of a different ordering ′ on F n for which all of these elements are still positive. To do this let us fix a free system of generators {g 1 , . . . , g n } for F n . Let us also consider the corresponding generators g 1,0 , . . . , g n,0 for a dynamical realization of associated to a numbering of the elements of F n starting with id. We first claim that, given i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there exists a sequence of real analytic diffeomorphisms g i,k ∈ Homeo + (R) which converges to g i,0 in the compact open topology and such that for each fixed k the group Γ k generated by g 1,k , . . . , g n,k has no global fixed point. Indeed, let us fix a real analytic diffeomorphism ϕ : R →]0, 1[. After conjugacy, the resulting 
Finally, by conjugating each of these maps by a very small translation T i,k , we may assume that for each fixed k ∈ N the maps g i,k have no common fixed point, and therefore the group Γ k generated by them has no global fixed point on the line. Case 1. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, for every k the elements g 1,k , . . . , g n,k satisfy some non trivial relation.
In this case Γ k ∼ F n /N k for some non trivial normal subgroup N k in F n . Let us write one of the elements h j as a product of the generators of F n , say h j = g
. If we identify F n to its dynamical realization (and therefore h j to g
, then from the fact that h j (0) > 0 and that the g i,k converge to g i in the compact open topology, one easily deduces that, if k is large enough, then g
ℓ ,k sends the origin into a positive real number. This means that the element in Γ k corresponding to h j is positive with respect to any ordering obtained from the action of Γ k on the line using any dense sequence of points (x n ) starting at the origin. Since this is true for each index j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, for k large enough all of the elements in Γ k corresponding to the h j 's are simultaneously positive for all of such orderings. Let us fix one of those orderings ′ k on Γ k , as well as an ordering N k on N k . Denoting by [h] the class modulo N k of an element h ∈ F n , let us consider the ordering 1
The elements h j are still positive with respect to 1 k and 2 k for k large enough. On the other hand, 1 k and 2 k are different, because they do not coincide on N k . Therefore, at least one of them is distinct from the original ordering , which concludes the proof in this case.
Case 2. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, for every k the elements g 1,k , . . . , g n,k do not satisfy any non trivial relation.
We first claim that it is possible to change the g i,k into homeomorphisms of the real line such that the dynamical realization of F n is non topologically semiconjugate to the action of Γ k but the latter group still satisfy the properties above (namely, it has no global fixed point, and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} the maps g i,k converge to g i,0 in the compact open topology). To show this let us first note that, since the g i,k 's are topologically conjugate to maps which extend to real analytic diffeomorphism of the closed interval [0, 1], they have only finitely many fixed points. Since topological semiconjugacies send fixed points into fixed points for corresponding elements, if one of the generators g 1,0 , . . . , g n,0 of the dynamical realization of has fixed points outside every compact interval of the line, then this realization cannot be topologically conjugate to the action of Γ k . If the set of fixed points of g i,0 is contained in some compact interval, then for each k let us consider an increasing sequence of points y l ≥ 2 l which are non fixed by the generators g 1,k , . . . , g n,k . Let us change g 1,k into a homeomorphisms of the real line which coincides with the original one on the interval [−2 k , 2 k ] and whose set of fixed points outside [−2 k , 2 k ] coincides with the set {y l : l ≥ k}. The new maps g 1,k still converge to g 1, 0 in the compact open topology. Moreover, by the choice of the sequence (y l ), there is no global fixed point for the group generated by (the new homeomorphism) g 1,k and g 2,k , . . . , g n,k . Finally, by looking at the sets of fixed points of g 1,k and g 1,0 , one easily concludes the non existence of a topological semiconjugacy between the action of the (new group) Γ k and the dynamical realization of . Now for each k the new homeomorphisms g 1,k , . . . , g n,k may satisfy some non trivial relation. If this is the case for infinitely many k ∈ N then one proceeds as in Case 1. If not, then (passing to subsequences if necessary) we just need to consider the following two subcases.
Subcase i. The orbit of the origin by each Γ k is free.
For each k we may consider the order relation k on F n ∼ Γ k obtained from the corresponding action on the line using the orbit of the origin. A simple continuity argument as before shows that, for k large enough, the elements h j are still k positive. On the other hand, since the dynamical realization of is non topologically semiconjugate to the action of Γ k , Proposition 2.8 implies that k and do not coincide, thus finishing the proof for this case.
Subcase ii. The orbit of the origin by each Γ k is non free.
For a fixed k let us consider a positive element of minimal length h = g
ℓ ,k fixes the origin (here the exponents η i belong to {−1, 1}). By the choice of h, the points 0, g
are two by two distinct. By perturbing slightly the generator g i 1 near the latter point we obtain a new group Γ ′ k such that the new map g
ℓ ,k corresponding to h sends the origin into a negative real number, but all of the elements in Γ ′ k corresponding to the h j 's still send the origin into positive real numbers. If the generators of Γ ′ k satisfy no non trivial relation, then using any dense sequence of points on the line starting with the origin we may induce a new ordering ′ on F n ∼ Γ ′ k which still satisfies h j ≻ ′ id, but which is different from since h ≻ id and h ≺ ′ id. If there is some non trivial relation between the generators of Γ ′ k , then one may proceed as in Case 1. This finishes the proof of Theorem A.
Remark 2.9. Theorem A may be extended (with the very same proof) to the case of infinitely generated countable free groups.
Example 2.10. In contrast to Theorem A, we will see in Examples 3.35 and 3.36 that braid groups admit orderings which are isolated in the corresponding space of orders (although these spaces contain homeomorphic copies of the Cantor set !).
3 A dynamical view of some classical properties for left invariant orders
Archimedean orders and Hölder Theorem
The main results of this section are essentially due to Hölder. Roughly, they state that free actions on the line can exist only for groups admitting an order relation satisfying an Archimedean type property. Moreover, these groups are necessarily isomorphic to subgroups of (R, +), and the corresponding actions are semiconjugate to actions by translations. Definition 3.1. A left invariant total order relation on a group Γ is said to be Archimedean if for all g, h in Γ such that g = id there exists n ∈ Z such that g n ≻ h.
Proposition 3.2. If Γ is a group acting freely by homeomorphisms of the real line, then Γ admits a total bi-invariant order which is Archimedean.
Proof. Let us consider the left invariant order relation in Γ such that g ≺ h if g(x) < h(x) for some (equivalently, for all) x ∈ R. This order relation is total, and since the action is free one easily checks that it is also right invariant and Archimedean.
The converse to the proposition above is a direct consequence to the following one. As we will see in the next section, the hypothesis of bi-invariance for the order is superfluous: it suffices for the order to be left invariant (see Proposition 3.6).
Proposition 3.3. Every group admitting a bi-invariant Archimedean order is isomorphic to a subgroup of (R, +).
Proof. Assume that a non trivial group Γ admits a bi-invariant Archimedean order and let us fix a positive element f ∈ Γ. For each g ∈ Γ and each p ∈ N let us consider the unique integer
Claim 1. The sequence q(p)/p converges to a real number as p goes to infinite.
and therefore On the other hand, if we denote by φ(g) the limit of q(p)/p, then for the integer n ∈ Z satisfying f n g ≺ f n+1 one has f np g p ≺ f (n+1)p , and therefore
Claim 2. The map φ : Γ → (R, +) is a group homomorphism.
Indeed, let g 1 , g 2 be arbitrary elements in Γ. Let us suppose that g 1 g 2 g 2 g 1 (the case where
From this one concludes that
and therefore φ(
Claim 3. The homomorphism φ is one to one.
Note that φ is order preserving, in the sense that if g 1 g 2 then φ(g 1 ) ≤ φ(g 2 ). Moreover, φ(f ) = 1. Let h be an element in Γ such that φ(h) = 0. Assume that h = id. Then there exists n ∈ Z such that h n f . From this one concludes that 0 = nφ(h) = φ(h n ) ≥ φ(f ) = 1, which is absurd. Therefore, if φ(h) = 0 then h = id, and this concludes the proof.
When Γ is an infinite group acting freely on the line then we can fix the order relation introduced in the proof of Proposition 3.2. This order allows us to construct an embedding φ from Γ into (R, +). If φ(Γ) is isomorphic to (Z, +) then the action of Γ is conjugate to the action by integer translations. In the other case the group φ(Γ) is dense in (R, +). For each point x in the line we define
It is easy to see that ϕ : R → R is a non decreasing map. Moreover, it satisfies the equality ϕ(h(x)) = ϕ(x) + φ(h) for all x ∈ R and all h ∈ Γ. Finally, ϕ is continuous, since in the contrary case the set R \ ϕ(R) would be a non empty open set invariant by the translations of φ(Γ), which is impossible.
To summarize, if Γ is a group acting freely on the line then its action semiconjugates to an action by translations.
Essentially free actions and bi-invariant orders
We will say that the action of a group Γ of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the line is essentially free if for every element g ∈ Γ one has either g(x) ≥ x for all x ∈ R or g(x) ≤ x for all x ∈ R. The following proposition gives the algebraic counterpart of this notion.
Proposition 3.4. A countable group Γ admits a faithful essentially free action on the real line if and only if it is bi-orderable.
Proof. If Γ is bi-orderable then the action on the line of the dynamical realization associated to any of its numberings is essentially free. Indeed, if g ≻ id then gg i ≻ g i for all g i ∈ Γ, and therefore g(t(g i )) = t(gg i ) > t(g i ). By the construction of the dynamical realization, this implies that g(x) ≥ x for all x ∈ R. In an analogous way, for g ≺ id one has g(x) ≤ x for all x ∈ R, thus showing that the action is essentially free.
Reciprocally, let Γ be a group of homeomorphisms of the line whose action is essentially free. We claim that the order associated to any dense sequence (x n ) of points in R is bi-invariant. Indeed, if f id then the graph of f does not have any point below the diagonal. Obviously, if g is any element in Γ then the same is true for the graph of gf g −1 . This clearly implies that gf g −1 id, thus proving the bi-invariance of .
Example 3.5. Groups of piecewise linear homeomorphisms of the interval are bi-orderable: it suffices to define by declaring that f ≻ id when f (x f + ε) > x f + ε for every ε > 0 sufficiently small, where x f = inf{x : f (x) = x}. As an application of the previous proposition we obtain for instance a non standard action of Thompson's group F on the line. A similar construction applies to countable groups of germs at the origin of one dimensional real analytic diffeomorphisms.
To close this section we give a dynamical proof of a fact first remarked by Conrad in [7] .
Proposition 3.6. Every Archimedean left invariant total order on a group is bi-invariant.
Proof. Let {f 1 , . . . , f k } be any finite family of elements in a group Γ endowed with a total order relation which is left invariant and Archimedean. Let us consider some numbering (h n ) n≥0 of the group generated by them, as well as the corresponding dynamical realization. We claim that this action is free. Indeed, if not then there exists h ∈ f 1 , . . . , f k and an interval ]a, b[ which is not the whole line such that h fixes a and b and has no fixed point in ]a, b[. By the comments after Proposition 2.1, a moment reflexion shows that such an interval ]a, b[ can be taken so that b = +∞. Moreover, there exists some point of the form t(h i ) inside ]a, b[, and by conjugating by h i if necessary, we may assume that t(id) belongs to ]a, b[. Now since dynamical realizations of non trivial orderable groups have no global fixed point, there must exist someh ∈ f, g such that h(t(id)) > b. We thus have h n (t(id)) < b <h(t(id)) for all n ∈ Z, which implies that h n ≺h for all n ∈ Z. Nevertheless, this violates the Archimedean property for . Now let f ≺ g and h be three elements in Γ. Since the dynamical realization associated to the group generated by them is free and f (t(id)) < g(t(id)), one has f (t(h)) < g(t(h)), that is t(f h) < t(gh). By construction this implies that f h ≺ gh. Since f ≺ g and h were arbitrary elements of Γ, this shows that is right invariant.
The Conrad property and crossed elements (resilient orbits)

The Conrad property
A left invariant total order relation on a group Γ is said to satisfy the Conrad property (or it is a conradian order or simply a C-order) if for all positive elements f, g there exists n ∈ N such that f g n ≻ g. If a group admits such an order then it is said to be Conrad orderable. These properties were introduced in [7] , where several characterizations are given (see also [2, 17, 24] ). Nevertheless, the following quite simple (and useful) proposition does not seem to appear explicitly in the literature.
If is a C-order on a group Γ, then for every positive elements f, g one has f g 2 ≻ g.
Proof. Suppose that two positive elements f, g for an ordering ′ on Γ are such that f g 2 ′ g.
and since g is a positive element this implies that g −1 f g is negative, and therefore f g ≺ ′ g. Now for the positive element h = f g and every n ∈ N one has
This shows that ′ does not satisfy the Conrad property.
The nice argument of the proof above is due to Jiménez [21] . Latter in Section 3.3.3 we will see that in fact one has f g n+1 ≻ g n for all n ∈ N. More generally, we will show that if
) is a positive element in Γ provided that f and g are both positive. (Note that the condition f g n+1 ≻ g n is equivalent to g −n f g n+1 ≻ id.) However, we were not able to extend the preceding proof for this, and we will need the use of the dynamical characterization of the Conrad property (or at least its algebraic counterpart which corresponds to the characterization in terms of convex subgroups: see Remark 3.27).
As a first application of Proposition 3.7 we will show that, for every orderable group, the subset of O(Γ) formed by the conradian orders is closed. Note that a similar argument to the one given below applies to the (simpler) case of bi-invariant orders. Proof. According to Proposition 3.7, an element of O(Γ) is non conradian if and only if there exists two elements f ≻ id and g ≻ id such that f g 2 g, which necessarily implies that g −1 f g 2 ≺ id. Since the sets U id,f , U id,g , and U id,g −2 f −1 g , are clopen, the set
is open for every f, g in Γ which are different from the identity. Thus, the union of the U (f, g)'s is open, and therefore its complementary set (that is, the set of C-orders) is closed. As another application of Proposition 3.7 we first establish a criterion for Conrad orderability which is similar to those of Proposition 1.2. Proof. The necessity of the condition follows as a direct application of Proposition 3.7 after choosing η i in such a way that g η i i is a positive element of Γ. To prove that the condition is sufficient one proceeds as in the case of Proposition 1.2 by introducing the sets CX (g 1 . . . , g k ; η 1 , . . . , η k ) formed by all the functions sgn for which sgn(g) = + and sgn(g −1 ) = − for each g contained in the semigroup g
. We leave the details to the reader.
For the proposition below recall that a group is locally indicable if for each non trivial finitely generated subgroup there exists a non trivial homomorphism into (R, +).
Proposition 3.11. Every locally indicable group is Conrad orderable.
Proof. We need to check that every locally indicable group Γ satisfies the condition in Proposition 3.10. Let {g 1 , . . . , g k } be any finite family of elements in Γ which are different from the identity. By hypothesis, there exists a non trivial homomorphism φ 1 : g 1 , . . . , g k → (R, +). Let i 1 , . . . , i k ′ be the indexes (if any) such that φ 1 (g i j ) = 0. Again by hypothesis, there exists a non trivial homomorphism φ 2 :
) = 0, we may continue the process and choose a non trivial homomorphism
.. Note that this process must finish in a finite number of steps (indeed, it stops in at most k steps). Now for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} choose the (unique) index j(i) such that φ j(i) is defined on g i and φ j(i) (g i ) = 0, and let η i ∈ {−1, 1} be so that φ j(i) (g η i i ) > 0. We claim that this choice of exponents η i is "compatible". Indeed, for every index j and every f, g for which φ j are defined one has
. In this case the same argument as above shows that φ 2 (g) ≥ 0, with equality if and only if g ∈ g
... Continuing in this way one concludes that φ j (g) must be strictly positive for some index j. Thus, the element g cannot be equal to the identity, and this finishes the proof.
To the best of our knowledge, the preceding proposition is due to Brodskii [4] , but an independent proof appears in [36] . Nevertheless, both proofs are very indirect and use non trivial results on group varieties. (Unfortunately, the simpler proof proposed in [17, Theorem 6 .J] seems to be incorrect.) As we will recall in Section 3.3.3, the converse of Proposition 3.11 also holds (c.f. Proposition 3.18).
Remark 3.12. Thurston's stability theorem states that subgroups of Difeo 1 + ([0, 1]) (and more generally groups of germs of C 1 diffeomorphisms at the origin) are locally indicable [43] . According to the results of Section 3.3.3, these groups admit actions on [0, 1] without "crossed elements". Remark 3.13. For interesting obstructions to C 1 smoothing of many actions on the line of some locally indicable groups (as for instance free groups) see [5] . If f and g are homeomorphisms of the line which are contained in a group without crossed elements, and if f has a fixed point x 0 which is not fixed by g, then the fixed points of g immediately to the left and to the right of x 0 are also fixed by f . This gives a quite particular combinatorics for the dynamics of groups of homeomorphisms of the line without crossed elements. To better understand this dynamics one can use an extremely useful tool for detecting fixed points of elements, namely the translation number associated to an invariant Radon measure. What follows in this section was taken from [34, Section 2.1].
Proposition 3.14. Let Γ be a finitely generated group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the real line. If Γ has no crossed elements, then Γ preserves a (non trivial) Radon measure on R (that is, a measure on the Borelean sets which is finite on the compact subsets of R).
Proof. If Γ has global fixed points in R then the claim is obvious: the Dirac delta measure on any of such points is invariant by the action. Assume in what follows that the Γ-action on R has no global fixed point, and take a finite system {f 1 , . . . , f k } of generators for Γ. We first claim that (at least) one of these generators does not have interior fixed points. Indeed, suppose by contradiction that all the maps f i have interior fixed points, and let x 1 ∈ R be any fixed point f 1 . If f 2 fixes x 1 then letting x 2 = x 1 we have that x 2 is fixed by both f 1 and f 2 . If not, choose a fixed point x 2 ∈ R for f 2 such that f 2 does not fix any point between x 1 and x 2 . Since f 1 and f 2 are non crossed on any interval, x 2 must be fixed by f 1 . Now if x 2 is fixed by f 3 let x 3 = x 2 ; if not, take a fixed point x 3 ∈ R for f 3 such that f 3 has no fixed point between x 2 and x 3 . The same argument as before shows that x 3 is fixed by f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 . Continuing in this way we find a common fixed point for all the generators f i , and so a global fixed point for the action of Γ. Nevertheless, this contradicts our assumption. Now we claim that there exists a non empty minimal invariant closed set for the action of Γ on R. To prove this consider a generator f = f i without fixed points, fix any point x 0 ∈ R, and let I be the interval [
In the family F of non empty closed invariant subsets of R let us consider the order relation given by
Since f has no fixed point, every orbit by Γ must intersect the interval I, and so K ∩ I is a non empty compact set for all K ∈ F. Therefore, we can apply Zorn Lemma to obtain a maximal element for the order , and this element is the intersection with I of a minimal non empty closed subset of R invariant by the action of Γ. Now fix the non empty minimal invariant closed set K obtained above. Note that its boundary ∂K as well as the set of its accumulation points K ′ are also closed sets invariant by Γ. Because of the minimality of K, there are three possibilities.
In this case K is discrete, that is K coincides with the set of points of a sequence (y n ) n∈Z satisfying y n < y n+1 for all n and without accumulation points inside R. It is then easy to see that the Radon measure µ = n∈Z δ yn is invariant by Γ.
Case 2. ∂K = ∅.
In this case K coincides with the whole line. We claim that the action of Γ is free. Indeed, if not let [u, v] be an interval strictly contained in R and for which there exists an element g ∈ Γ fixing ]u, v[ and with no fixed point inside it. Since the action is minimal, there must be some h ∈ Γ sending u or v inside ]u, v[; however, this implies that g and h are crossed on [u, v] , contradicting our assumption. Now the action of Γ being free, Hölder Theorem implies that Γ is topologically conjugate to a (in this case dense) group of translations. Pulling back the Lebesgue measure by this conjugacy we obtain an invariant Radon measure for the action of Γ.
In this case K is "locally" a Cantor set. Collapsing to a point the closure of each connected component of the complementary set of K, we obtain a topological line on which the original action induces (by semi-conjugacy) an action of Γ. As in the second case, one easily checks that the induced action is free, and so it preserves a Radon measure. Pulling back this measure by the semi-conjugacy, one obtains a Radon measure on R which is invariant by the original action.
Recall that for (non necessarily finitely generated) groups of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the line preserving a (non trivial) Radon measure µ, there is an associated translation number function τ µ : Γ → R defined by
where x 0 is any point of the line [35] . (One easily checks that this definition is independent of x 0 .) The following properties are satisfied (the verification is easy and may be left to the reader): (i) τ µ is a group homomorphism, (ii) τ µ (g) = 0 if and only if g has fixed points; in this case the support of µ is contained in the set of these points, (iii) τ µ is trivial if and only if there is no global fixed point for the action of Γ.
Remark 3.15. For codimension 1 foliations, the notion of crossed elements corresponds to that of resilient leaves (feuilles ressort). In this context an analogous of Proposition 3.14 holds, but its proof is more difficult and uses completely different ideas (see [13, Théorème E]). if necessary, we may assume that t(g j ) = t(id) belongs to ]a, b[. Furthermore, changing g by f −n g for n large enough, we may assume that g(a) > t(g j ). Let us define c = g(a) ∈]t(g j ), b[, and let us fix a point d ∈]c, b[. Since gf n (a) = c for all n ∈ N and since gf n (d) converges to c < d as n goes to infinity, for n ∈ N sufficiently big the map
The equivalence
[ and {c n , c ′ n } ⊂ Fix(h n ) for some sequences (c n ) and (c ′ n ) converging to c by the right. (See Figure 1 below. 4 ) Note that each h n satisfying the preceding properties is positive, because from h n t(g j ) > h n (a) = c > t(g j ) one concludes that t(h n ) > t(id), and by the construction of the dynamical realization this implies that h n ≻ id.
Let us fix m > n large enough so that the preceding properties are satisfied for h m and h n , and such that [c m , c ′ m ] ⊂]c, c n [. Let us fix k ∈ N sufficiently big so that h k n (a) > h m (c n ), and let us define h = h k n . For each i ∈ N one has h i t(g j ) ∈]h m (c n ), c n [, and therefore
Thus, h m h i ≺ h for each i ∈ N. Nevertheless, this in contradiction with the Conrad property for the order . The reader should note that for the positive elements h andh = h m that we found one has W 1 (h,h) ≺ W 2 (h,h) for all reduced words W 1 , W 2 in positive powers such that W 1 (resp. W 2 ) begins with a power ofh (resp. h). Therefore, the following general characterization for the Conrad property holds: a left invariant total order relation on a group Γ is a C-order if and only if for every pair of positive elements f, g in Γ one has W 1 (f, g) W 2 (f, g) for some reduced words W 1 , W 2 in positive powers such that W 1 (resp. W 2 ) begins with a power of f (resp. g). This shows in particular that all orderings on an orderable group without free semigroups on two generators are C-orders. (This fact was first shown by Longobardi, Maj and Rhemtulla in [29] .) Note however that a more transparent argument showing this consists on applying the positive Ping-Pong Lemma to the restrictions of the elements h m and h to the interval [c ′ m , c n ] (see [19] , Chapter VII).
Question 3.17. What are the orderable groups all of whose orderings are conradian ?
Using Proposition 3.16 on can provide a dynamical proof for the converse of Proposition 3.11.
Proposition 3.18. Every group admitting a conradian ordering is locally indicable.
Proof. Let Γ be a finitely generated subgroup of a group provided with a conradian ordering . The restriction of to Γ is still conradian. By Proposition 3.16, the dynamical realization of Γ is a group without crossed elements. By Proposition 3.14, this dynamical realization preserves a Radon measure µ. To get a non trivial homomorphisms from Γ into (R, +), just take the translation number homomorphism associated to µ.
The following is a kind of converse to Proposition 3.16. Proof. Let f and g be two positive elements in Γ, and let Γ 0 be the subgroup generated by them. Let i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0 be the smallest indexes for which f (x i ) = x i and g(x j ) = x j . Assume for instance that i < j. (The cases where i = j or i > j are similar and are left to the reader.) Let I be the minimal open interval invariant by Γ 0 and containing x i . Since Γ does not contain crossed elements, there exists a (non trivial) Radon measure µ on I which is invariant by Γ 0 . Moreover, by the definition of I, there is no global fixed point for the action of Γ 0 on it.
By the definition of i and j one has f (x n ) = g(x n ) = x n for all n < i; furthermore, g(x i ) = x i and f (x i ) > x i . Since f has no fixed point on I, this easily implies that τ µ (f ) > 0 and τ µ (g) = 0. Therefore, τ µ (g −1 f g 2 ) = τ µ (f ) + τ µ (g) = τ µ (f ) > 0, which implies that g −1 f g 2 (x) > x for all x ∈ I. In particular, g −1 f g 2 is a positive element of Γ, which shows that f g 2 ≻ g.
As an application of the preceding equivalence we will prove the property concerning positive words in C-ordered groups announced in Section 3.3.1. Proof. Let us enumerate the elements of the subgroup Γ 0 generated by f and g, and let us consider the dynamical realization associated to this numbering. If τ µ denotes the translation number function associated to some invariant Radon measure µ, then one has τ µ (f ) ≥ 0 and τ µ (g) ≥ 0, and at least one of these values is strictly greater than zero since in the contrary case there would be global fixed points for the dynamical realization. Denoting m = m i > 0 and n = n i > 0, we then have τ µ (W (f, g)) = mτ µ (f ) + nτ µ (g) > 0, and this implies that W (f, g) is a positive element of Γ.
Example 3.21. Dehornoy's ordering is non conradian (c.f. Example 1.1). Indeed, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 2} the elements u = σ i σ i+1 and v = σ i+1 are positive, but the product
is negative. Proof. Since for each g ∈ Γ one has t(g) = g(0), for every g ∈ Γ * the point t(g) must belong to ]α, β[. Moreover, an element g ∈ Γ is positive if and only if g(0) > 0. With these facts in mind one may proceed to the proof as in the case of Proposition 3.19. We leave the details to the reader.
We ignore if there exists an analogous extension (or modification) of Proposition 3.16. However, in the next section we will show such a statement under a convexity hypothesis (see Lemma 3.32) , and this will be enough for our purposes.
We close this section with a useful definition. The reader can easily check that some of the arguments used in the proof of Proposition 3.16 actually show the following. 
The conradian soul of an order
Let be a left invariant total order on a (non necessarily countable) group Γ. A subgroup Γ * of Γ is said to be convex with respect to (or just -convex) if, for all f ≺ g in Γ * , every element h ∈ Γ satisfying f ≺ h ≺ g belongs to Γ * . Equivalently, Γ * is convex if, for each f ≻ id in Γ * , every g ∈ Γ such that id ≺ g ≺ f actually belongs to Γ * . Example 3.26. From the definition one easily checks that, for each n ≥ 2 and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}, the subgroup σ j , . . . , σ n−1 ∼ B n−j+1 of B n is convex with respect to Dehornoy's ordering (c.f. Example 1.1).
Note that for every ordering on a group Γ, the family of -convex subgroups coincide with that of¯ -convex ones. A more important (but equally easy to check) fact is that this family is linearly ordered (by inclusion). More precisely, if Γ 0 and Γ 1 are -convex, then either Γ 0 ⊂ Γ 1 or Γ 1 ⊂ Γ 0 . In particular, the union or the intersection of any family of convex subgroups is a convex subgroup.
Remark 3.27. Let be a left invariant total order on a group Γ. For each non trivial element g ∈ Γ one may define Γ g (resp. Γ g ) as the largest (resp. smallest) convex subgroup which does not contain g (resp. which contains g). It turns out that is conradian if and only if for each g = id the group Γ g is normal in Γ g and the order on Γ g /Γ g induced by is Archimedean (and in particular the quotient Γ g /Γ g is torsion free Abelian): see [2, 17, 24] . The reader should note a close relation between this characterization and the dynamical one given in the previous section. For instance, a good exercise is to prove Proposition 3.20 using the characterization of C-orders in terms of convex subgroups. (See [21] for more on this.)
We will say that a subgroup Γ * of Γ is conradian with respect to a left invariant total order on Γ (or just -conradian) if the restriction of to Γ * is a C-order. Note that if {Γ i } i∈I is any linearly ordered family of -conradian subgroups of Γ, then the union Γ * = ∪ i∈I Γ i is still -conradian. Therefore, the following definition makes sense. We will see in Example 3.39 that the conradian soul of B n with respect to Dehornoy's ordering is the cyclic subgroup generated by σ n−1 (c.f. Examples 1.1 and 3.21).
For the case where Γ is countable, the conradian soul has a very simple dynamical description. Indeed, fix a numbering (g n ) n≥0 of Γ such that g 0 = id, and for the corresponding dynamical realization define To prove this proposition we will need the following general lemma. Proof. We would like to use similar arguments as those of the proof of Proposition 3.16. Note that those arguments still apply and involve only elements of Γ * , except perhaps the one concerning the element g i . More precisely, we need to ensure that an element g i ∈ Γ such that t(g i ) is in ]a, b[⊂]α, β[ actually belongs to Γ * . For this we will use the convexity hypothesis.
Since the supermom of the orbit by Γ * of the origin is a point which is globally fixed by Γ * , it must coincide with β. In particular, there exists h 1 ∈ Γ * such that h 1 (0) > t(g i ). In an analogous way, one obtains h 2 (0) < t(g i ) for some h 2 ∈ Γ * . Now since h i (0) = t(h i ), this gives h 2 ≺ g i ≺ h 1 . By the convexity of Γ * , this implies that g i is contained in Γ * , thus finishing the proof. 
, and since α < h(β) < hf k (c n ) < 0, this contradicts the definition of α.
Now to conclude the proof of the -convexity of Γ * let h ∈ Γ be such that f ≺ h ≺ g for some elements f, g in Γ * . We then have α < t(f ) < t(h) < t(g) < β, and therefore α < h(0) < β. 
and similarly t(h) > t(g) and t(h) > t(g −1 )
. From the -convexity ofΓ one easily deduces from this that both elements f and g belong toΓ. Now the first global fixed point ofΓ immediately to the right of the origin is to the right of h(0) ≥ b. Therefore by Lemma 3.32 the subgroupΓ is not -conradian. This proves Claim 3 and finishes the proof of Proposition 3.31.
Remark 3.33. The reader should have no problem in adapting some of the arguments above to prove that if Γ is infinite, then Γ c is non trivial if and only if α < 0 and β > 0.
Extensions of orders and stability of conradian souls
Let be an ordering on a group Γ, and let Γ * be a -convex subgroup of Γ. Let * be any (total and left invariant) order on Γ * . The extension of * by is the order relation ′ on Γ whose positive cone is (P + \ Γ * ) ∪ P + *
. One easily checks that ′ is also a left invariant total order relation, and that Γ * remains convex in Γ (that is, it is a ′ -convex subgroup of Γ).
Remark 3.34. With the notations above, one easily checks that the family of ′ -convex subgroups of Γ is formed by the * -convex subgroups of Γ * and the -convex of Γ which contain Γ * .
The extension procedure is a classical and useful technique [24] which allows for instance to give an alternative approach to the orderings on braid groups introduced by Dubrovina and Dubrovin in [14] .
Using the identity σ 1 = u 1 u 2 this allows to writte u in the form
. Now using several times the (easy to check) identity u 2 u 2 1 u 2 = u 1 , one may express u as a product
in which all the exponents m i are non negative, and this shows that u belongs to u 1 , u 2 + . Finally, if u −1 is σ 1 -positive then u −1 belongs to u 1 , u 2 + .
Example 3.36. The generalization of the previous example to all braid groups proceeds inductively as follows. Let us see B n−1 = σ 1 , . . . ,σ n−2 as a subgroup of B n = σ 1 , . . . , σ n−1 via the monomorphismσ i → σ i+1 . Via this identification we obtain from n−1 an order on σ 2 , . . . , σ n−1 ⊂ B n , which we still denote by n−1 . We then let n be the extension of¯ n−1 by the Dehornoy's ordering D . Once again, an important property of n is that its positive cone is finitely generated as a semigroup (and therefore, by Proposition 1.9, the ordering n is an isolated point of the space of orderings of B n .) More precisely, letting
(where i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}), the semigroup P + n is generated by the elements u 1 , . . . , u n−1 . To check this one proceeds by induction using (as in the case n = 3) the remarkable identities
For the sake of clarity, we will denote by DD the orderings constructed above, and we will refer to them as the Dubrovina and Dubrovin's orderings.
For countable groups, the extension procedure can be certainly introduced in purely dynamical terms. Indeed, it roughly corresponds to consider the dynamical realization of , then to change the action of Γ * on the smallest interval ]α, β[ containing the origin and which is fixed by Γ * by (a conjugate of) the action associated to a dynamical realization of * , after that to induce by conjugacy an action of the normal closure of Γ * , and finally to extend the new action to the whole group Γ. This approach naturally leads to the following stability type property for conradian souls: if Γ * coincides with the -conradian soul of Γ and * is a C-order on Γ * , then Γ * also corresponds to the ′ -conradian soul of Γ. However, the algebraic presentation of the extension operation is more concise, and it allows to give a short proof of this fact which also covers the case of uncountable orderable groups.
Lemma 3.37. Let be an ordering on a group Γ, and let * be any left invariant total order on the -conradian soul Γ c of Γ which is still a C-order. If ′ denotes the extension of * by , then the ′ -conradian soul of Γ coincides with Γ c .
Proof. Since Γ c is a convex and conradian subgroup of Γ with respect to ′ , we just need to check the maximality property. So let Γ * be any ′ -convex subgroup of Γ strictly containing Γ c . We first claim that Γ * is also -convex. Indeed, assume that f ≺ h ≺ g for some f, g in Γ * and h ∈ Γ. If either f −1 h or g −1 h belongs to Γ c then, since Γ c is contained in Γ * and h = f (f −1 h) = g(g −1 h), the element h belongs to Γ * . If neither f −1 h nor g −1 h does belong to Γ c then,
By the ′ convexity of Γ * , this still implies that h is contained in Γ * , thus showing the -convexity of Γ * .
Since Γ * is -convex and strictly contains Γ c , there exists positive elements f, g in Γ * such that f g n g for all n ∈ N. We claim that g does not belong to Γ c . Indeed, in the contrary case one has f / ∈ Γ c , and therefore f −1 ≺ g, that is f g ≻ id. Again, since f g / ∈ Γ c , this implies that f g ≻ g, which contradicts our choice.
We now claim that for every n ≥ 0 the element g −1 f g n does not belong to Γ c . Indeed, since g is a positive element not contained in Γ c , if g −1 f g n is in Γ c then g ≻ (g −1 f g n ) −1 , and therefore g −1 f g n+1 ≻ id, contradicting again our choice. Now we remark that, independently if f does belong or not to Γ c , the element h = f g (is positive and) is not contained in Γ c . Therefore, both g and h are still positive with respect to the ordering ′ . Moreover, since g −1 f g n id and g −1 f g n / ∈ Γ c for all n ≥ 0, one necessarily has g −1 hg n ≺ ′ id for all n ≥ 0. In particular, Γ * is not a ′ -conradian subgroup of Γ. Since this is true for any ′ -convex subgroup of Γ strictly containing Γ c , this shows that the ′ -conradian soul of Γ coincides with Γ c .
Example 3.38. The only n -convex subgroups of B n are B 1 = {id}, B 2 = u n−1 = σ n−1 , B 3 = u n−2 , u n−1 = σ n−2 , σ n−1 , . . . , B n−1 = u 2 , . . . , u n−1 = σ 2 , . . . , σ n−1 and B n = B n . Indeed, suppose that there exists a n -convex subgroup B of B n such that B i B B i+1 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Let 1 , 2 , and 3 , be the orderings respectively defined on B i , B, and B n , by: -1 is the restriction of n to B i , -2 is the extension of 1 by the restriction of¯ n to B, -3 is the extension of 2 by n .
The order 3 is different from n (there is some element in B which is n -negative but 3 -positive), but its positive cone still contains the elements u 1 , . . . , u n−1 . Nevertheless, this is impossible, since these elements generate the positive cone of n .
Note that, by Remark 3.34, the D -convex subgroups of B n coincide with the n -convex subgroups listed above.
Example 3.39. Since the smallest -convex subgroup strictly containing σ n−1 is σ n−2 , σ n−1 , and since the restriction of D to σ n−2 , σ n−1 is non conradian (c.f. Example 3.21), the conradian soul of B n with respect to Dehornoy's ordering is the infinite cyclic subgroup generated by σ n−1 .
Remark 3.40. In [37] , Short and Wiest study the orderings on braid groups (and more generally on some mapping class groups) which arise from Nielsen's geometrical methods. They define two different families of such orderings, namely those of finite and infinite types. They distinguish these families by showing that the former ones are discrete (that is, there exists a minimal positive element for them), and the latter ones are non discrete. (Dehornoy's ordering belongs to the first family.) It would be nice to pursue a little bit on this point and determine the conradian souls in each case explicitely. Indeed, for orderings of finite type the conradian soul is non trivial, but this does not seem to be the case for orderings of infinite type.
Right recurrent orders
A left invariant total order relation on a group Γ is right recurrent if for all positive elements f, g there exists n ∈ N such that gf n ≻ f n . Clearly, every such order satisfies the Conrad property, but the converse is not true. Remark that both the sets of C-orders and right recurrent orders are invariant under the action of Γ by conjugacy.
The property of recurrence for left invariant orders is not so clear as the conradian property or that of bi-invariance. For instance, as the following example shows, there is no analogue of neither Proposition 3.7 nor Proposition 3.8 for right recurrent orders.
Example 3.41. Let f be the translation x → x + 1 and let g be any orientation preserving homeomorphism of the unit interval such that g(x) > x for all x ∈]0, 1[. Fix an increasing sequence (n i ) of non negative integers such that n 0 = 0 and such that n 2k+1 −n 2k goes to infinite with k. Extend g into a homeomorphism of the whole line by defining, for n ∈ Z and x ∈ [n, n + 1],
It is not difficult to check that the group Γ generated by f and g is isomorphic to the wreath product (Z, +) ≀ (Z, +). For each k let k be the order relation on Γ defined by h 1 ≺ k h 2 if and only if the minimum integer i ≥ n 2k for which h 1 (i + 1/2) = h 2 (i + 1/2) is such that h 1 (i + 1/2) < h 2 (i + 1/2). One can easily show that each k is total, left invariant, and right recurrent. (Note that k coincides with the image of 0 by f −n 2k .) Nevertheless, no adherence point of the sequence of orders k is right recurrent. Indeed, the elements f and g are positive for all the orders k . On the other hand, one has gf n ≺ k f n for all n ∈ {1, . . . , n 2k+1 − n 2k }, and passing to the limit this gives gf n ≺ f n for all n ∈ N.
Although the set of right recurrent orders is contained in the set of C-orders, it is not necessarily dense therein. Indeed, according to [31, Example 4.6] , if F is a finite index free subgroup of SL(2, Z), then the group Γ = F ⋉ Z 2 admits no right recurrent order. However, Γ is locally indicable, and therefore by Proposition 3.11 it admits a C-order. (See however Question 3.46.) Somehow related to the preceding question is the following well known lemma for which we provide a short proof based on the notion of right recurrence. Proof. Since O(Γ) is finite, all of its points are periodic for the action of every element of Γ. This obviously implies that every order in O(Γ) is right recurrent, and therefore conradian.
Remark 3.45. Using Tararin's theorem which describes all orderable groups admitting only finitely many orderings (see Section 4.1), one can show that every ordering on such a group satisfies the following: if f is positive and g is any group element, then f g 2 ≻ g 2 .
The notion of right recurrence for left invariant orders was introduced by Morris-Witte in [31] , where it is proved that every countable amenable orderable group is locally indicable. Actually, Morris-Witte proves that such a group always admits a right recurrent (and therefore conradian) order. His strategy shows how the dynamical properties of the action of an orderable group on its space of orderings can reveal some of its algebraic properties. His brilliant argument may be resumed as follows: -since Γ is amenable and O(Γ) is a compact metric space, the right action of Γ on O(Γ) must preserve a probability measure (see for instance [44] ); -if the right action of a countable orderable group Γ on O(Γ) preserves a probability measure µ, then the set of right recurrent orders has full µ-measure, and in particular is non-empty (this follows as an almost direct application Poincaré's Recurrence Theorem). Since (countable) amenable groups do not contain free subgroups on two generators, it is natural to ask if Morris-Witte's theorem is still true under the latter (weaker) assumption. Partial evidence for an affirmative answer to this question is the result obtained by Linnell in [28] . The (apparently easier) question of the local indicability for orderable groups satisfying a non trivial law (or identity) is still interesting. For instance, an affirmative answer for this case would allow to conclude that orderable groups satisfying an Engel type identity are locally nilpotent (see [17, Theorem 6 .G]).
4 Finitely many or a Cantor set of orders
The case of conradian orders
The approximation of conradian orders is a problem of algebraic nature. To deal with we will strongly use an elegant result by Tararin [41] (see [24] for a detailed proof). For its statement recall that the rank of a torsion free Abelian group is the minimal dimension for the vector space over Q in which the group embeds. A rational series for a group Γ is a finite sequence of subgroups
which is subnormal (that is, each Γ i is normal in Γ i−1 ), and such that each quotient Γ i−1 /Γ i is torsion free Abelian of rank 1. Note that every group admitting a rational series is orderable.
Theorem [Tararin] . If Γ is a group admitting a rational series Indeed, the number of orderings on a group satisfying the properties above equals 2 k . Moreover, by choosing g i ∈ Γ i \ Γ i−1 , each of such orderings is uniquely determined by the sequence of signs of the elements g i . Tararin's theorem will be fundamental for establishing the following. (Note that there is no countability hypothesis for the group in the result below.) To prove this proposition we need to show that, if Γ is an orderable group which admits a conradian order having a neighborhood in O(Γ) which does not contain any homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set, then Γ admits a rational series as in the statement of Tararin's theorem. To do this we will proceed in several steps. Proof. Since the family of -convex subgroups is completely ordered by inclusion, referring to Remark 3.27 we just need to show that there exist only finitely many distinct subgroups of the form Γ g . Let {f 1 , . . . , f k } be any finite family of elements of Γ. If there exists infinitely many distinct groups of the form Γ g , then one may obtain an infinite ascending or descending sequence of these groups Γ g i in such a way that f −1 m f n / ∈ Γ g i \ Γ g i for every m = n in {1, . . . , k} and every i ∈ N. Both cases being similar, we will consider only the former one. Following Zenkov [45] , for each i ∈ N and each ω = (ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ i ) ∈ {0, 1} i let us inductively define the order ω = (ℓ 1 ,...,ℓ i ) on Γ g i by letting ω be the extension of (ℓ 1 ,...,ℓ i−1 ) by (resp. by¯ ) if ℓ i = 0 (resp. if ℓ i = 1). Passing to the limit this allows to define a continuous embedding of the Cantor set {0, 1} N into the space of orderings of the subgroup Γ * = ∪ i∈N Γ g i , which in its turn induces (just extending each resulting order on Γ * by ) a continuous embedding of {0, 1} N into O(Γ). Moreover, since f −1 m f n / ∈ Γ g i \ Γ g i for every m = n in {1, . . . , k} and every i ∈ N, the image of the latter embedding is contained in the neighborhood of consisting of all orderings which do coincide with on {f 1 , . . . , f k }. Since this finite family of elements was arbitrary, this proves the lemma.
The lemma below concerns the rank of the quotients Γ i−1 /Γ i . Proof. For the proof we will use an elegant result by Sikora [38] which establishes that O(Z n ) has no isolated point (and it is therefore homeomorphic to the Cantor set) for every integer n ≥ 2.
Assume that some of the quotients Γ i−1 /Γ i has rank greater than or equal to 2. We will show that in this case every neighborhood of contains a homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set. To do this, let {f 1 , . . . , f k } be any finite family of elements of Γ. Denoting by π : Γ i−1 → Γ i−1 /Γ i the projection map, let Γ * be a subgroup of Γ i−1 containing Γ i , such that the rank of the quotient Γ * /Γ i is finite and greater than or equal to 2, and such that all the elements of the form f
. Let Γ * * be the subgroup of Γ i−1 containing Γ i and such that Γ i−1 /Γ i is the direct sum of Γ * /Γ i and Γ * * /Γ i . By Sikora's result, the space of orderings of the quotient Γ * /Γ i is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. For each ′ in this space we may define an ordering * on Γ by letting:
and h 1 ≺ h 2 , where for i ∈ {1, 2} the elements g i (resp. h i ) belong to Γ * (resp. Γ * * ) and [·] stands for their class modulo Γ i , -2 is the order on Γ i−1 for which an element g is positive if and only if g ∈ Γ i and g ≻ id or if g / ∈ Γ i and id
- * is the extension of 2 by .
The map ′ → * is continuous and injective. Therefore, the intersection of its image with the subset of O(Γ) consisting of all of the orderings which do coincide with on {f 1 , . . . , f k } corresponds to a homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set inside the corresponding neighborhood of in O(Γ). Once again, since this finite family of elements was arbitrary, this proves the lemma.
The next lemma is essentially due to Linnell [27] (see also [45] Proof. Let us consider the action by conjugacy α : Γ/Γ 1 → Aut(Γ 1 ), namely α(gΓ 1 )(h) = ghg −1 , where g ∈ Γ and h ∈ Γ 1 . If α is trivial then Γ is Abelian and its rank is necessarily greater than or equal to 2. However, this together with the hypothesis is in contradiction with Sikora's theorem. If {id} = Ker(α) = Γ/Γ 1 then (Γ/Γ 1 )/Ker(α) is a non trivial torsion group, and since the only non trivial finite order automorphism of Γ 1 is the inversion, there must exists g ∈ Γ such that ghg −1 = h −1 for every h ∈ Γ. This obviously implies that Γ is not bi-orderable. Therefore, Ker(α) = {id} and Γ/Γ 1 ∼ (Z, +). Viewing Γ 1 as a subgroup of Q, the action of (Z, +) is generated by the multiplication by a non zero rational number q. If q is negative then Γ is still non bi-orderable. It just remains the case where q is positive. Note that in this case Γ embeds in the affine group; more precisely, Γ can be identified with the group whose elements are of the form
where a ∈ Γ 1 and k ∈ (Z, +). Let (k 1 , a 1 ), . . . , (k n , a n ) be an arbitrary family of positive elements of Γ indexed in such a way that k 1 = k 2 = . . . = k r = 0 and k r+1 = 0, . . . , k n = 0 for some r ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Four cases are possible:
(ii) a 1 < 0, . . . , a r < 0 and k r+1 > 0, . . . , k n > 0, (iii) a 1 > 0, . . . , a r > 0 and k r+1 < 0, . . . , k n < 0, (iv) a 1 < 0, . . . , a r < 0 and k r+1 < 0, . . . , k n < 0. As in the Example 2.5, for each irrational number ε let us consider the ordering ε on Γ whose positive cone is
Note that if ε 1 = ε 2 then ε 1 is different from ε 2 . (Note that no order ε is conradian.) Now in case (i) for ε positive but very small the order ε is different from but still makes all the elements (k i , a i ) positive. The same is true in case (ii) for ε negative and near zero. In case (iii) this still holds for the order ( ε ) σ when ε is negative and near zero. Finally, in case (iv) one needs to consider again the order ( ε ) σ but for ε positive and small. Now letting ε vary over a Cantor set formed by irrational numbers very near to 0 (and which are positive or negative according to the case), this shows that the neighborhood of consisting of the orderings on Γ which make all of the elements (k i , a i ) positive contains a homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set. Since the finite family of elements (k i , a i ) which are positive for was arbitrary, this proves the lemma.
We are now ready to finish the proof of Proposition 4.1. Indeed, by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, every countable groupΓ admitting a C-order ′ having a neighborhood in O(Γ) which does not contain any homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set admits a rational series
formed by ′ -convex subgroups. Assume by contradiction that the family F of these groupsΓ having an infinite space of orderings is non empty. For eachΓ in F let k(Γ) ∈ N be the minimum length among all of the rational series formed by ′ -convex subgroups with respect to some Corder ′ having a neighborhood in O(Γ) which does not contain any homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set. Let k the minimum of k(Γ) forΓ ranging over all the groups in F, and let Γ and be respectively a countable group in F and a C-order on it realizing this value k. Clearly, one has k = 0 and k = 1. Moreover, Lemma 4.4 together with Tararin's theorem imply that k = 2.
To get a contradiction in the other cases we fist claim that all the corresponding subgroups Γ i are normal in Γ. Indeed, the restriction of to Γ 1 is conradian, and it clearly has a neighborhood in O(Γ 1 ) which does not contain any homeomorphic image of the Cantor set. Since
is a rational series of length k − 1 formed by -convex subgroups of Γ 1 , the minimality of the index k implies that O(Γ 1 ) is finite. By Tararin's theorem, the rational series for Γ 1 is unique. Therefore, since Γ 1 is already normal in Γ, for every g ∈ Γ the rational series for Γ 1 given by
must coincide with the original one. Since the element g ∈ Γ was arbitrary, this shows that all the subgroups Γ i are normal in Γ. We now claim that no quotient Γ i−2 /Γ i is bi-orderable. Indeed, for the normal sequence
are torsion free Abelian of rank 1. Moreover, induces a conradian order ′ on the quotient Γ i−2 /Γ i respect to which Γ i−1 /Γ i is convex. Since has a neighborhood in O(Γ) which does not contain any homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set, an extension type argument shows that a similar property holds for ′ inside O(Γ i−2 /Γ i ). By collecting all this information, the fact that Γ i−2 /Γ i is not bi-orderable follows directly from Lemma 4.4. We already know that each Γ i is normal in Γ and no quotient Γ i−2 /Γ i is bi-orderable. As another application of Tararin's theorem we obtain that the space of orders O(Γ) is finite. Nevertheless, this is in contradiction with the choice of Γ, thus finishing the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Proof of theorem B. An easy consequence of Tararin's theorem is that a non trivial torsion free nilpotent group which admit only finitely many orderings is rank one Abelian. By the comments after Figure 1 , every ordering on an orderable group without free semigroups on two generators (and therefore, every ordering on a torsion free nilpotent group) is conradian. It follows from Proposition 4.1 that if Γ is a non trivial torsion free nilpotent group which is non rank 1 Abelian, then O(Γ) has no isolated point. As a consequence, if Γ is also countable then O(Γ) is a totally disconnected compact metric space without isolated points (and therefore homeomorphic to the Cantor set), which proves the first claim of Theorem B. The second claim of the theorem follows directly from the first one and Proposition 1.9.
The case of orders with trivial conradian soul
In the "purely non conradian case" (that is, when the conradian soul is trivial), our method for approximating a given ordering on a (countable infinite) group will consist in taking conjugates of it. More precisely, given a countable orderable group Γ and an element of O(Γ), we will denote by orb( ) the orbit of by the right action of Γ. We begin by noting that, if is non isolated in orb( ), then the closure orb( ) is a Γ-invariant closed subset of O(Γ) without isolated points, and since O(Γ) is metrizable and totally disconnected, orb( ) is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. To show that a particular order is non isolated inside its orbit (that is, it may be approximated by its conjugates), the following elementary lemma will be very useful. Proof. Fix a complete exhaustion G 0 ⊂ G 1 ⊂ . . . of Γ by symmetrical finite sets. We need to show that for all fixed n ∈ N there exists n in orb( ) different from such that an element g ∈ G n satisfies g ≻ n id if and only if g ≻ id. Now recall that, for all h ∈ Γ, the value of h(0) = h(t(id)) = t(h) is positive (resp. negative) if and only if h ≻ id (resp. h ≺ id). For each h ≻ id denote ε(h) = inf{|x| : h(x) ≤ x}. (We remark that ε(h) is strictly positive, perhaps equal to infinite.) Now let ε n = min{ε(g) : g ≻ id, g ∈ G n }.
By the transversality hypothesis, there exists an element g n ≻ id in Γ such that g n (x n ) < x n for some x n ∈] − ε n , ε n [. Moreover, according to the comments after Proposition 2.1, such a point x n may be taken equal to t(h −1 n ) for some element h n ∈ Γ. Now consider the order relation n = h n ( ), that is g ≻ n id if and only if g(x n ) > x n . The equivalence between the conditions g ≻ id and g ≻ n id holds for every g ∈ G n by the definition of ε n . On the other hand, one has g n ≻ id and g n ≺ n id, thus showing that and n are different.
The transversality hypothesis does not hold for all dynamical realizations. Indeed, according to Section 3.2, if the order is bi-invariant then (for the associated dynamical realization) the graph of no element crosses the diagonal... It seems also difficult to apply directly the previous argument for general C-orders. However, according to Section 3.3.4, the transversality condition clearly holds when the conradian soul of is trivial. As a consequence we obtain the following proposition. 
The general case
For locally indicable groups, Theorem C follows immediately from Proposition 4.1. If Γ has an ordering having a conradian soul Γ c admitting infinitely many orders, then O(Γ c ) contains a homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set. Therefore, extending by all of the orderings on Γ c to the whole group Γ, we obtain a homeomorphic copy of the Cantor set inside O(Γ).
For the case of trivial conradian soul Proposition 4.6 applies. Thus, it just remains the case of a non conradian ordering whose conradian soul is non trivial but admits only finitely many orderings. Let 1 , . . . , 2 k be all of the elements of O(Γ c ). For j ∈ {1, . . . , 2 k } denote by j the extension of j by . Note that, by Lemmas 3.37 and 3.44, the subgroup Γ c coincides with the conradian soul of Γ with respect to all of the orderings j . To finish the proof of Theorem C it suffices to show the following. Indeed, by the definition of β, there exist elements f, g in Γ which are in transversal position on some interval [a, b] such that β ≤ a < β + ε. Changing g by f n gf −n for n ∈ N large enough, we may suppose that b < β + ε. Changing after that f by gf g −1 , we may also assume that a > β. 
Figure 2
For g ∈ Γ \ Γ c such that g ≻ id let ε(g) > 0 be the positive constant defined by ε(g) = g(0) − β. Let G 0 ⊂ G 1 ⊂ . . . be a complete exhaustion of Γ by finite sets. Given n ∈ N let ε n be the (positive) constant defined by ε n = min{ε(g) : g ≻ id, g ∈ G n \ Γ c }. Indeed, for any element h ∈ G n \ Γ c which is positive with respect to one has t(hh 
